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Abstract. The trilingual strategy in the context of state language policy of the Republic of Kazakhstan predetermined the research needs to specify the functioning of English language as well as its spreading, status and role in the communicative and language space of Kazakhstan. It is the purpose of the article to investigate the specified functioning of English language in the student’s micro society under the conditions of Kazakhstani polylingualism.

The research is based on the concepts of sociological and interactional (social induced) communicative and theoretical sociolinguistics. The student’s microcommunity with peculiar linguistic and behavioral characteristics is meant to be the object of research. There are applied the principal empirical method of obtaining knowledge for pedagogical and sociological research that is sample-based questioning and mathematical and statistical analysis.

The main results involve the analysis of the empirical data obtained during questioning. While researching the authors revealed the specifics of English language’s functioning in the student’s microcommunity that initially caused by individual and personal motivation of the native speakers.

In the conclusion the authors deduce that specifics of English language’s functioning in the student’s microcommunity is determined by the unique language situation in Kazakhstan due to cooperative functioning of two powerful languages that is the Kazakh and Russian in the united communicative space. The authors state that communicative function of English language in the student’s environment at the present stage is generally
realized in the academic sphere (study and science) and more rarely in the daily sphere of communication.
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1. Introduction

The last two decades in the terms of moderate language policy implementation (definition by William Fierman\(^1\), the American scientist, Professor of Indiana University’s Department of Central Eurasian Studies) in Kazakhstan are characterized by cardinal changes in public, political and economic spheres of social life. These changes are caused to a certain extent by the processes of globalization and internationalization to encourage English language’s strengthening and wide spreading as the language meant for international communication. The language educational policy of the Republic of Kazakhstan in recent times is defined by implementation of the “Trinity of Languages” cultural project reflected in the paradigm of trilingual education. The strategic objective of trilingual education consists in laying the groundwork for simultaneous mastering three target languages by the citizens of Kazakhstan, that is, Kazakh, Russian and English, and according to the international standards. Thus, acquisition of Kazakh language as the nation’s official one is meant to promote successful civil integration of the republic residents, the Russian language proficiency provides strengthening of the peoples’ friendship and mastering the English language acts as means for integration into world economy (Syrymbetova et al., 2017).

Development of trinity of languages is considered to be an important aspect of economic and social modernization of the country, with recognizing the English language’s importance to be the determinant of competitiveness of the young specialist in labor market\(^2\). English communication skill is considered to be “one of the most important employability requirements” because of “job market is quite demanding and challenging” (Clement & Murugavel, 2015). Satisfactory English proficiency is needed “to compete against other nations’ members in national, regional, and international job markets” (Kanoksilapatham, 2017).

The issues dealing with English language’s spreading, the status and role of language in cross-cultural and interethnic communication, the functioning in language continuum of multicultural and polylingual society similar to Kazakhstani one, fall within the scope of sociolinguistics and meant to be the focus of the sociolinguistic researches. From this point of view, the recent foreign and domestic publications concerning English functioning in terms of multilingualism (Botha, 2017, Mohr & Ochieng, 2017, Gorban, 2016, Aimoldina, 2012) seem to be advantageous for us. According to Anyanwu (2016), the sociocultural factors affecting the English language use concern the challenges abound in the teaching and learning of English. The statement has something in common here due to the list of these factors: the first language influence, the nature of the English language, specific background of En-

---


\(^2\) The Speech of President of the Republic of Kazakhstan N.A. Nazarbayev “The Kazakhstan way: stability, unity, modernization” at the XIX session of the People’s Assembly of Kazakhstan. 27.04.2012. Available at: http://www.akorda.kz
English users or learners and their attitude towards English learning.

The questions of language's social conditionality and usage in Kazakhstan have become the actual ones since gaining independence and increasing need of identity in the multiethnic and polylingual society. The unique linguistic space in modern Kazakhstan is characterized by sociolinguistic and demographic complexity because of being multilingual society with more than 100 ethnic groups' representatives. Therefore, the functioning of national Kazakh language and international Russian language should be considered in interaction within united communicative and language space. Moreover, there has been observed recently the tendency of active English penetration into communicative and language space of Kazakhstan and change of emphasis in English learning and usage in the professional sphere.

In the course of our research we made an attempt to study efficiency of the language policy adopted in Kazakhstan and realized by means of language planning regarding the English language's status and acquisition by the socially active part of young generation of Kazakhstani citizens, especially by the student’s youth. We wondered what extent the student’s youth of Kazakhstan mastered English to, what communicative functions the English language exercised in student’s microcommunity, what role and place the English language had got in the hierarchy of interacting languages of communicants.

The primary goal of the article is to investigate the specified functioning of the English language in the student’s microcommunity under the conditions of Kazakhstani polylingualism.

2. Statement of the problem and Methods

The structure of society presented by the model of social stratum or groups having own culture and subculture with relevant language structures and levels rather than language by itself is considered to be the starting point of sociological linguistics. The structured language or its version as the structure’s characteristic is compatible to the social structure, and language is treated as the group forming factor.

What is more, the society structuring, the role and functional values of society are considered to be the general subjects (Amanbayeva & Shunkeyeva 2016: 14).

Thus, the object of our research appears to be such social group in the Kazakhstan’s society structure as the student’s microcommunity with peculiar linguistic and behavioral characteristics to be considered regarding to the English language, linguistic performance when interacting, including professional communication.

The selection of the student’s youth as the research object is made for a good reason. Students as a specific part of the country’s youth are classified as quite numerous and important social and demographic group and appear to be the source for reinforcing professional community with qualified specialists, including the intellectuals (Sergeyev, 2010).

To observe the English language’s spreading dynamics and functioning in the student’s microsocial community of Kazakhstan is the goal of our research. We treat sociolinguistic monitoring as systematic collecting, processing and analysis of obtained information for solving the problems, concerning improvement of current situation regarding English language’s mastering and acquisition in the student’s microcommunity.

The method of mathematical and statistical analysis, the empirical method of obtaining knowledge in pedagogical and sociological researches that is sample-based questioning formed the basis for sociolinguistic monitoring. While drawing up the questionnaire we applied the principles of anonymity, scientific objectivity, thematic ranging of question indicators. The closed and open-ended questions as well as the mixed type were presented in the questionnaire. The inquiry form included the questions covering several parameters and systematized by 5 blocks. These groups of parameters gave an option to highlight the respondents’ level of English proficiency, the respondents’ attitude to the trilingual policy implemented in the country and to the place of English language in society as well as the level of practical English usage in respondents’ lives, the languages functioning in student’s
microcommunity, and also the social characteristics of respondents (21 points in total). The respondents were inquired during the period of February to June, 2017.

Questioning of the student’s youth was conducted both in paper and electronic format: there is access mode of questionnaire in Russian as well as access mode of questionnaire in Kazakh.

Ultimately, the students from the following 9 Kazakhstani higher education institutions located in four regions of the country took part in questioning: Buketov Karaganda State University, Karaganda State Medical University, Gumilev Eurasian National University (Astana), Kozybayev North Kazakhstan State University (Petropavlisk), Pavlodar State Pedagogical Institute, Shakarim Semipalatinsk State University, Auezov Southern Kazakhstan State University and Regional social innovative university (Shymkent), Dosmukhamedov Atyrau state university. 306 respondents were inquired in total, that is the students from both the language and non-language departments, such as, for instance, philological, physical and mathematical, physics and technology, economic, pedagogical, biological and geographical faculties, faculties of physical culture and sport, psychology and defectology, philosophy and psychology, information technologies, general medicine and stomatology, etc.

3. Discussion

While processing results of questioning we applied the method of direct average of the results in the course of calculating the open-ended questions (Chumichkin, 2009: 119), however, dividing up general sampled population, such as, for example, samples by the principle of belonging to the proper course year, faculty, higher education institution and region were not implied during research. For processing responses to the requests demanding “yes” or “no” decision-making there was calculated the share of positive and negative answers of the total number of interrogated respondents.

Survey findings by the block 1 “Level of English proficiency”. 94% of respondents have already learned English at school, college, intensive English language courses, private tutor classes, by online learning, individual study before entering the higher educational institution. Meanwhile, the number of negative answers (6%) came as a surprise. Furthermore, these respondents specify their learning English in higher education institution at the moment.

The question “How long do you learn English?” indicates that the most part of students has learnt English for a long time: 42,7% of respondents have studied for over 7 years, 22% of the students have learnt about 5 years; but the 9,55% share of students learning English less than 1 year seems to be rather high. However, we observe that more than a half of respondents have learnt English for a quite long time to testify continuity of English studying in the school-college-higher education institution system. This fact is meant to be a positive factor for English acquisition since continuity being the universal pedagogical phenomenon is treated as the continuous and successive knowledge process and as connection between previous material and the subsequent one (according to Ya.A. Komensky). Otherwise speaking, it is the process of advanced development of the learner at any stage of continuous education system, and the process to be implemented by support and consideration of the previous stages, provided that the subsequent results by discipline studying are always based on previous ones fixing them (Tulassynova & Panina 2016: 73).

The last question in the block 1 (question 4) was intended for respondents’ defining the actual level of English proficiency according to the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR). The students were provided with an example of language proficiency levels from A1 to C2 with a short definition. The responses to the question let see that the most part of students knowing English at the elementary level or Survival (A1) amounts to 29,77%, 25,85% of students containing the following large group determined their level as the Threshold one

(B1), the Way-stage level (A2) was pointed by 23.9% of respondents, the Upper Intermediate level (B2) was indicated by 15.1% of students, and only the small part of respondents knew English at the professional level, i.e. perfectly, thus, the Advanced level (C1) was marked by 3.15% of respondents and the Proficiency level (C2) was indicated by 2.2%.

Since in the course of our research we interrogated generally the senior students (3-4 course years), the obtained results highlight failure to follow the university program by English in the higher education institutions of Kazakhstan to a large extent. After completing English study the students who had lower than A2 language level by the time of entering had to master levels from minimum and sufficient (A1) to the level of basic commonality (B2); and the students who had higher than A2 level of language proficiency had to master foreign language to the level of upper and basic commonality (C1). According to ultimate objectives of this standard program only the small share of learners successfully masters the university program on foreign language. Hence, it appears either to revise requirements of the standard educational program on foreign languages, or to raise demands for the level of foreign languages teaching in higher education institutions, or to lift a level regarding foreign language skills for the learners entering higher educational institutions of the country. The share opinion concerning starting level of English proficiency of the students going to higher educational institutions and revision of standard educational programs at any level of foreign language training is given in a number of articles of the Kazakhstani colleagues, for example, by Shaykhzada Zh.G. (2016), Kassymova G.M. (2013), Mikhaylova G.M. (2014), etc.

Survey findings by the block 2 “Prospects for trilingual policy implementation and studying English language”. Within this block the students were offered to express their attitude to the trilingual educational policy adopted in the state. According to questioning, the most part of students support the trilingual policy implemented in the country and see the need of studying English language. The questioning results on the point are presented by percentage ratio from 56.3% to 80.6% of those who completely agreed. Broadly speaking, relevance of English language in the educational and professional environment is certain to be conditioned.

Moreover, this statement is confirmed by respondents’ answering the following question: What purpose do you learn English for? While responding the students could choose some options among the offered ones, or add any version.

The answers of respondents create a positive profile of modern students, thus, 216 respondents which amounts 70.58% of the total number learn English for general development; 137 students (44.77%) associate English language with career development in Kazakhstan; 135 respondents (44.3%) learn English for further study abroad; English is required by 128 students (41.8%) for tourism purposes; 76 respondents (24.8%) do not avoid chance of working abroad by means of English comprehension. In contrast to positive attitude of the students’ youth there are also non-academic and personal motives for studying language, thus, for example, 20 respondents (6.5%) learn English for further emigration; 1 respondent (0.3%) fairly admitted studying English as an obligatory component of the curriculum by specialty and therefore to have to learn it; another respondent (0.3%) is not intended for studying English.

In our opinion, the responses according to the question “Do you intend to continue studying English language after graduating from the university?” seem to be interesting and optimistic. 87.75% of the respondents answer in the affirmative to indicate the students’ interest in English. Moreover, the interest exceeds the limits of academic course and university program in whole. Then, most of students are suggested to associate English knowledge with future professional activity and personal development. However, 11.67% of respondents do not plan to learn English after graduating from the higher education institution. We think,
there is indicated the normal and quite measured response of the part of student’s youth who objectively assess their possibilities, abilities and needs for studying English.

At next point the respondents were offered to choose from the list (with several possible variants of answers) or to add the more efficient way for studying English in their opinion.

Most of students represented by 157 respondents (51,4%) consider studying English on an individual tutor basis to be the most effective way, 124 respondents (40,5%) think that the group English course classes rank second by efficiency, individual study is indicated as an effective means by 80 students (26,2% of the total number). Some respondents hold the opinion that the most effective ways are meant to be studying in the linguistic (English-speaking) environment (3 respondents, 0,95%) and practice with native speakers (4 respondents, 1,4%) (Fig. 1).

Survey findings by the block 3 “Practice applying the English language in various spheres”. While there are the questions implying the answers by declarative character in the first two blocks, the questions presented in the block 3 are aimed for identifying the qualitative level of English proficiency expressed by descriptors of practical skills as well as for revealing the actual English usage in the respondents’ life. The responses appeared to be unexpected, they did not confirm the previous results (block 1, question 4), as well as surpassed some indicators, and exceeded number of students mastering English was indicated at the A2, C1 and C2 levels.

The students objectively identified the level of English proficiency in general. The most of respondents were divided according to A1 level (23,4%), A2 level (26,5%), B1 level (23,8%) similar to answers to the question 4 in the block 1 (Figure 3). However, there is observed reducing of share of the respondents with A1 level (by 6,37%) and B1 level (by 2,05%) as well as increasing of number of the students with A2 level (for 2,6%). In the case for B2, C1 and C2 levels there was indicated insignificant reduction of the share of respondents having B2 level (by 1,9%) as well as increasing at C1 and C2 levels by 3,15% and 2,2% respectively. We think the data presented in the block 3 are more reliable as the students identified the level by certain criteria descriptors, applying them to own language experience, not simply being guided by the level description. Thus, the students are certain to be quite inadequate to differentiate levels of foreign language proficiency if they have no accurately registered and transparent criteria.

By means of the following question we specified how often students used English in their everyday life and out of study. According to inquiry, the student’s youth uses English language out of study, however, not “often” (12% of respondents) as wished it to be, but “sometimes” (indicated by 46,5% as the greatest number of answers); another quite large group of respondents “seldom” uses English language in everyday life (29,8%); there is great share of respondents who never uses English language out of study (11,6%).

![Fig. 1. Effective ways for studying English](image-url)
Further we asked students to specify where and how they used English out of study in everyday life. Thus, there were presented some activity types and opportunity to add the types and forms they actively used in life as well as the choice of several variants. The results are plain to see (Table 1).

The issue we would like to emphasize is meant to be practicing with friends, when students artificially maintain the linguistic environment, thereby tend to developing and improving the practical English skills. Moreover, any of activity types specified in the table and used by respondents in everyday life, is indicative of the student youth’s recognizing the importance of studying English as well as the position of English language in their life.

The need for English language’s learning was confirmed by the results of responses to the question: “Have you ever run into difficulties due to ignorance of English language?” More than half of all respondents (55.8%) said that they had to come across the situations requiring the English proficiency. The academic orientation is clearly in evidence according to the situations described by the students (provided by questionnaire) and caused considerable difficulties for communication in English. Everyday life situations are typically concerned with social life communication when respondents felt “ashamed”. Furthermore, students specify they faced with difficulties while watching movies and reading books in English, being abroad, communicating with foreigners by Skype. The high rate of respondents (44.2%) having no situations concerned with ignorance of English language, perhaps, implies either the students’ successful communication in English when interacting in various situations, or lack of similar situations in everyday life.

Responses by two following questions indicated the importance of English language in future professional activity and further life in general. It is recognized by 62.75% of respondents while English knowledge is considered to be obligatory for further life by 70.95% of students. The students are obviously inclined to consider that knowledge of English language is more actual and applicable in life, the share of sceptics and those who deny the fact is very insignificant that is 3.8% and 1.6% respective-

Table 1. English usage by students in everyday life according to types of activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of activity</th>
<th>Number of students</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Watching movies in English</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>52.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading original books by English and American authors</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>27.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening to radio in English</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>18.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular communication with acquainted foreigners often acting as the mediator between them and countrymen</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>22.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using services by on-line stores in English</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>36.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking part in various events where volunteers with English proficiency are required</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practicing English with friends in free time</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>39.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing letters to acquaintances from different countries in English or communicating with them by Skype</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always reading instruction in English while purchasing some foreign goods</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variants:
- Using English in computer online games | 4 | 1.46% |
- Listening to songs in English | 3 | 0.97% |
- Learning in English | 1 | 0.5% |
- Using English in chats and forums | 1 | 0.5% |
- Using English while working on the Internet | 1 | 0.5% |
ly. Consequently, the English language is considered to play a strong role in life of the youth.

Survey findings by the block 4 “Functioning of languages in the student’s microcommunity”. This block consisted of total three questions. The question: “What languages do you know?” introduced a wide range of various languages not to be connected by genealogy but related to different language families the student’s youth could speak. The assortment includes both the traditional languages for Kazakhstan that is the Kazakh and Russian and various foreign languages meant to be the English, German, French, Spanish, Chinese, Korean, Japanese, Arab, Turkish, as well as the languages of the ethnic groups living in Kazakhstan, such as the Uzbek, Kyrgyz, Turkish, Karakalpak, Tabasaran. Moreover, there is an interesting individual statistics according to the languages, and it comprises monolinguals as well as bilinguals and polylinguals. Thus, monolingualism is presented by Russian or Kazakh, however, the Kazakh language is spoken only by the title nation’s representatives while the Russian monolingualism is presented by the Russian nationality as well as by the Kazakh representatives.

Two languages proficiency is mainly presented by Kazakh-Russian bilingualism and less frequently by the Russian-Kazakh, Russian-English, Kazakh-English bilingualism; there are even ranged such pairs of languages as Kazakh-Turkish, Kazakh-German, Kazakh-Korean and Russian-Arab. Results of inquiry indicate a quite high percentage that is 58.7% or 179 respondents who know three and more languages. Trilingualism is generally presented by Kazakh, Russian and English languages in different variations depending on the respondent’s nationality. Moreover, the several variations of languages seem to be the followings: Russian – English – Japanese/ French/ Turkish, Uzbek – Kazakh – Russian, Kazakh – Russian – Spanish. Polylingualism in the student’s environment is presented by four and more languages. The variations of four languages appear to be the followings: Kazakh – Russian – English – German/ French/ Chinese/ Turkish/ Uzbek/ Korean/ Tabasaran, Kazakh – Russian – Uzbek – English, Kazakh – English – German – French/ Chinese, Russian – French – German – English, Russian – Uzbek – German – English. The remarkable linguistic variety of the respondents who know more than 4 languages is meant to be the following samples: Kazakh – Uzbek – Karakalpak – Russian – Turkish – English, Russian – English – Turkish – Kazakh – Russian – English – Kyrgyz – Uzbek, Russian – Kazakh – English – Turkish – Uzbek, Kazakh – Uzbek – English – Turkish – Russian, Kazakh – Russian – English – Turkish – Kazakh – Russian. Specific polylingualism is customary for the representatives of various ethnic groups, namely the Kazakhs, Russians, Uzbeks, Tajiks, Kyrgyz, Kabardians, Tatars, Tabasaran, Koreans.

According to the chart (Fig. 2), there is a big majority of students as the respondents who know three languages. First of all, three target languages’ proficiency that is Kazakh, Russian and English implies the working trilingual policy. There are good reasons to include the share of respondents who know four and more languages in the same group since there are target languages practically in any combination of languages specified above. The share of respondents who know four and more languages is presented by the following samples: Kazakh – Uzbek – Karakalpak – Russian – Turkish – English, Russian – English – Turkish – Kazakh – Russian – English – Kyrgyz – Uzbek, Russian – Kazakh – English – Turkish – Uzbek, Kazakh – Uzbek – English – Turkish – Russian, Kazakh – Russian – English – Turkish – Kazakh – Russian. Specific polylingualism is customary for the representatives of various ethnic groups, namely the Kazakhs, Russians, Uzbeks, Tajiks, Kyrgyz, Kabardians, Tatars, Tabasaran, Koreans.
of bilingual in the youth environment seems to be very high that is 32.3%; and there is 8.95% of the young who know no more than one language. In this case the reason is likely to be unwillingness and demotivation for studying another languages, first of all, the nation’s official language. Nevertheless, in general, there is the demonstration of students’ ambition and motivation to studying not only English, but also many different languages.

However, the most part of students (43.97%) uses only one language in everyday life that is language the respondents perfectly know, even though all linguistic variety is represented in the previous question. The share of those who usually speaks two languages they know well in everyday life is high by contrast and accounts for 36.9%. Moreover, such students often change languages using various language codes in the course of conversation. As little as 10.3% of respondents can use any language they know as appropriate in everyday life. As few as 8.8% of respondents specify they use English language at the level of lexical units, phrases and even sentences in addition to the languages they know well in everyday life. Thus, monolingualism and bilingualism of the Kazakh and Russian languages initially dominate in actual everyday life even though a good many of students speak three and more languages. Primarily, it is explained by the lack of natural linguistic environment for effective functioning of different languages in the republic.

Further, we enquire about attitude of the student’s youth towards the polylingual personality who speaks by changing several languages in equal measure. Speaking about polylingual personality, we accept the opinion of A.V. Hekett-Jones referring to the individual who “… does not keep them (several languages) in consciousness separately, but forms the unique communicative competence on the basis of acquired knowledge, skills and abilities generalizing cultural and linguistic experience” (Hekett-Jones, 2016: 106). The responses according to the point in question revealed that 43.85% of young people respect that sort of personality; but 22.55% of respondents feel no excitement over abilities of polylingual person-

arity; 20.75% of students are normally disposed towards such person, moreover, their attitude implies that there is a lot of similar people surrounding them and therefore there is nothing extraordinary. According to one of the students, “it is considered to be quite normal phenomenon in our society”. However, polylingual personality appears to irritate any number of respondents that is 9.65%.

Nevertheless, it can be said according to the results of inquiry that the positive identity of personality who knows several languages and operates with various language codes within one communicative act has been developed to a greater extent in the youth environment.

The questionnaire’s last block “Respondents information” included 4 questions: about higher education institution, faculty, course year and respondent’s nationality. The review regarding to higher education institutions, faculties and courses was done above. Answers of the students according to the fourth question revealed ethnic variety of Kazakhstan’s population in general and the student’s youth in particular. Thus, representatives of 10 ethnic groups of the republic took part in questioning. The most part of respondents is presented by title ethnos that is the Kazakhs accounted for 79.2%; the rest of respondents is presented by the Russians, Germans, Uzbeks, Tatars, Tajiks, Kyrgyz, Koreans, Kabardians, Tabasarans.

Anyway, we can speak about the ethno-lingual virtual space created in student’s microcommunity where there is used the set of various language codes even though the separate ethnic groups (the Germans, the Tajiks, the Kyrgyz, the Kabardians and the Tabasarans) are presented in small quantity, only by one representative.

4. Conclusions

Thus, the results of sociolinguistic monitoring in the student youth’s environment of the Republic of Kazakhstan indicate that the language policy implemented in the republic regarding the status of English language and its learning by the young Kazakhstani citizens is supported by the students. Most of the student’s youth intensively learn English, but there
is still insufficiently high level of language proficiency, that is basically A2, B1. However, the results of research afford predicting the growth of qualitative level of English proficiency of the young people, both for the professional purposes and, generally, for life.

Specific functioning of English language in the student’s microcommunity is determined by the unique language situation in Kazakhstan caused, first of all, by the cooperative functioning of two powerful languages that is the Kazakh and Russian in the united communicative space (Kassymova 2013:19). From this perspective, the English language cannot compete yet with dominant languages traditionally used in the republic. Nevertheless, it can be said that English language extensively penetrates into communicative and language space of the student’s microcommunity that is primarily based on the individual and personal motivation. These days the English communicative function is implemented in the academic sphere (study and science), that is mainly in the student’s surroundings and less commonly in the daily sphere of communication.

The fact that the English language has not acquired the nature of common and preferable lingua franca in the hierarchy of interacting languages in course of daily communication of the student’s youth is clear in general.

In our opinion, the sociolinguistic monitoring we have conducted to be of practical effect. The results of research are certainly to be applied for formulating recommendations to develop educational language policy in the republic regarding English language, especially, how to improve the English teaching system in higher educational institutions of the country as well as to cultivate international tolerance, formation of public opinion on the matter.
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Функционирование английского языка в студенческом микросоциуме (на примере Казахстана)

С. А. Шункеева, Б. А. Жетписбаева, Г. Т. Смагулова,
Л. С. Сырымбетова, Д. В. Дьяков

Аннотация. Политика трехъязычия в контексте государственной языковой политики Республики Казахстан предопределила необходимость исследования специфики функционирования английского языка, его распространения, статуса и роли в коммуникативно-языковом пространстве Казахстана. Цель статьи — исследовать специфику функционирования английского языка в студенческом микросоциуме в условиях казахстанского полилингвизма. Исследование опирается на концепты социологической и интеракционной (социально обусловленной) коммуникативно-теоретической социолингвистики. Объектом исследования выступил студенческий микросоциум с присущими ему...
лингвистическими и поведенческими характеристиками. Основной метод исследования – эмпирический метод познания педагогических и социологических исследований – анкетирование, имевшее выборочный характер, а также метод математически-статистического анализа.

Основные результаты заключаются в обобщении полученных при анкетировании эмпирических данных. В ходе исследования авторы выявили специфику функционирования английского языка в студенческом микросоциуме, обусловленную, прежде всего, индивидуально-личностной мотивацией языковых носителей.

В заключение сделаны выводы о том, что специфика функционирования английского языка в студенческом микросоциуме детерминируется своеобразием языковой ситуации в Казахстане, обусловленной, прежде всего, софункционированием в едином коммуникативном пространстве двух мощных языков – казахского и русского. Авторы отмечают, что коммуникативная функция английского языка в студенческой среде на современном этапе реализуется преимущественно в академической сфере (учeba и наука), реже – в повседневной сфере общения.

Ключевые слова: социолингвистический мониторинг, английский язык, политика трехъязычия, студенческий микросоциум, коммуникативно-языковое пространство, анкетирование, уровень владения английским языком.
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